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August 26, 1972

Mr. Paul Willis, Law Librarian  
University of Kentucky  
College of Law  
Lexington, Ky. 40506

Dear Paul:

I am enclosing the SE constitution with the changes.

Will you be good enough to set-up a sheet that would list the changes, and then also have on it the presentation for voting?

I want to get a newsletter out in several weeks, and I have decided to ask you people who are in charge of various projects to send in materials for it. Thus, you are in charge of the Constitution and I want you to assist in this.

I will write Rick Surles to write a paragraph concerning the panel we had, and probably ask Payton Neal to write a paragraph concerning CLASS KP.

As you will see in another letter you will get I was very pleased with the meeting.

If you can accomplish the above within two weeks and mail it to me, I would appreciate it.

Most cordially,

Mrs. Pearl W. Von Allmen,  
SE, AALL President

Encl.